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1 - The Contest

One day at Shadow''s house, sonic,shadow,and knuckles were watching their favorite motocross
legend shady the hedgehog do her tricks.

sonic: that was sooo cool.

shadow: whatever,I could do that.

knuckles:*yelling from upstairs* hey guys,I just got shady''s cell number off the internet!

T V: call now, to get shady the hedgehog to visit you! IN PERSON!!!!

 shadow:*scoffs* those things are rigged so you can''t even reach them.

sonic: c''mon try it or are ya scared!

shadow dials the number on the tv.

shady:hello?

sonic: *girly scream*

shadow: Oh MY GOD!

shady:are you calling about the contest?

shadow:yeah.

shady:i'm sorry, I can''t come.

sonic:gimme the phone! why not?

shady: open the door.

sonic opens the door and only finds a black motorcycle in the driveway.

sonic: shadow? 

shadow: what?



Sonic:do you know what''s familar about that motorcycle?

shadow: uh, that's mine.

sonic: the other one shadow.

shadow:where!? I don't see it! 

sonic: look! it's right  there!!!

shadow: I think I see it,the one across the street, right?

sonic: Naw shadow, the one across the street!!!



2 - shady arrives

knuckles:*yelling from upstairs* close that door, ya' lettin' bugs in!!!!

shadow: all right,all right! keep ya' dreads on! *slams door*

*shady knocks on door*

sonic:*answers door then faints*

shady:dude,you okay?

sonic:*sighs* she called me dude.

shady: um, I call everybody dude.

sonic:aw man.

shadow:hello,shady. 

shady:hello,shadow.

shadow: how do you know my name?

sonic: hold it,hold everything! knuckles get down here!

knuckles:why?!

sonic:'cause shady's here!

knuckles rushes and falls down the stairs.

shady:dude you okay?

knuckles:*sighs* she called me dude.

sonic: well,she called me dude first!

shady:I CALL EVERYBODY DUDE!!!!!!!!!!



shadow:oooooooookaaay.... anyway, how do you know my name?

shady:I was supposed to tell you something but I can't remember what it was,though.

shadow:well, tell me what you do remember and we could go from there.

shady: okay, it was something about you and me.

knuckles: maybe you two went to Vegas and got drunk and got married!  

shadow/shady: WHAT DOES THAT HAVE TO DO WITH ANYTHING!!!!!!

knuckles:hey I was just being productive, I don't see you coming up with anything!

sonic: can you remember when you were told?

shady: yeah!  we were in this big thing in space! 

shadow:we?

shady: yeah,me and this girl..... I can't recall her name.

sonic:what girl?

shadow:hmm,what did she look like. 

shady:blonde with big blue eyes.

shadow:that's maria!

shady: she said that I'm your...umm...I forgot again.

sonic: wait,I think I got it.you two look exactly alike,like brother & sister!

shady: that's it shadow ! I'm your sister!

shadow: cool-- wait,older or younger.

shady:older.

shadow:damn.

chapter #3 coming soooooooooooooon!!!! yay!



 



3 - shady's test

sonic: anyway, now that you have a totally hot sister.  what do ya wanna do now!

shadow: hey you want to watch tv? 

shady: hmmm..nah.

sonic: what! but that's your #1 favorite thing to do!

shady:how'd you know that !

sonic:uhhhhhh..... internet? 

knuckles: he knows every single thing about you! Shadow says that's creepy!

shady: oh really. what's my favorite food!

sonic: cheese pizza!

shady: drink!

sonic:sprite no ice!

shady:first game system I bought!

sonic:(proudly) sega genesis!

shady: hmmm... the system I have now!?

sonic: Nintendo Gamecube!

shady: what color is it?

sonic: JET black.

shadow/knuckles:daaaaaaaaaaamn!

shady: last question..... what is my favorite game of all time!!!!

dramatic music



sonic:*mumbles*

shady:what was that?

sonic:*a little bit of anger in his voice* SHADOW THE HEDGEHOG!!!!!!!

shadow: I knew it!!!!! IN YOUR FACE!!!!!!  *does victory dance*



4 - adventure #1

shadow: now that that's over,I stand with one question.... WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO
TODAY!!!!!!!!!!

shady:let's go where we can't normally go!

shadow:into people's nightmares?

shady: no.

sonic: underwater!?

shady:uhhh...no.

knuckles:your mansion in miami?,space! ohoh Iknow! Jeepers! yayyyyyyy!

shady:(eye twitching) noooooo!

shadow: well,we've been everywhere else, so where are we going!

shady points to the tv.guys start laughing.

shadow:(laughing)are you nuts! we can't go there!

shady: are you sure?

sonic:seriously, it's impossible, I know, I've tried.

shady:FINE,knuckles pick a show.

knuckles picks pokemon.

shady:good choice, now give me the remote.

shady: everyone stand in front of the tv. CHAOS CONTROL!!!!!!!!

ZZZZAAAAAPPPP!!!!!!!

Sonic:whoa, were in pokemon,



ash:pokeball,goooooo!

pokeball bops knuckles in his head 

may:It didnt work! 

ash: hey! what kind of pokemon are you! (pokes shady's arm)

shady:stop touching me.

ash: whoa! it talks! 

team rocket pops up as usual.

ash,may,brock,max: It's team rocket!!!!!

team rocket starts the motto.

meowth: meowth's the --- HELLO HOTTIE!

shady:oh boy..

meowth: maybe we can do something later..

shady: don't think so.

sonic,shadow:oooooooohhhh.BURN!

    

 



5 - adventure#1 pt.2

pikachu: pika pikachu.

shady: yeah, that was funny.

meowth: stop laughing at my pain, you little electric rat!

pikachu: pikachu,pika pikachu.

meowth: my mother was a saint why I oughta--

shady:do what.

meowth: ummmm...... jesse!   james! heeelllllppp!

jesse: we're comin'

james: uh-uh, that pokemon's scary!

shady: I'M NOT A POKEMON!!!!!!

jesse:whatever it is it belongs to us now!

extendo arm-thing grabs shady

shady: ahhhhh! let me gooooo!

jesse:okay.....psych! *laughs evilly*

shady roars and balloon explodes

meowth:goodbye my love!

jesse\lames:oh shutup, team rocket's blasting of again!

shady:  let's get outta here before they come back!

sonic: yeah, nintendo sure is weird!



shady: CHAOS CONTROL!!!!!!!!

back at the house

sonic: shady,that was so cool!!!

shadow: yeah, I'm impressed.

sonic:hey! can we go into DVD's too?

shady:ummmmmm.....yeah.

sonic:cool!

sonic runs upstairs and comes back with a DVD.

shadow: what have you done.........

 

 



6 - adventure #2 YAY!!!

 

shady:what DVD is that?

shadow:lemme guess.......sonicX?!

sonic:damn! why do you do this!

shadow: I'm bad, what do you expect?! I thought you'd get that by now.

knuckles:ooooookkkay.(impatient) lets gooooo!

shady:okay! keep your shorts on!

knuckles:I don't wear shorts.

shady:or do you.....

knuckles: no.....I don't.....

shady: awkward......anyway, CHAOS---- sonic?

sonic:yeah.

shady: PUT THE DVD IN!!!!!!

sonic:oh,right.... theDVD.

DVD goes in

shady:CHAOS CONTROL!!!! 

they appear on the menu screen

shady:ARRGH! shadow! didn't you press PLAY ALL before we left?!!!

shadow:I thought knuckles pressed it!

knuckles:I thought sonic took care of that.

shady:AAAAAAAAAAARRRRRRRRRRRGGGGGGGGGGHHHHHHHHHH! make me do
everything!!!!!!!



shady leaps and punches the PLAY ALL icon thing.

sonicX theme starts

shadow: SKIP! *clicks remote*

sonic:NOOOOOOOOO!

shadow:you'll live.

shady:WHERE DID YOU GET THE REMOTE FROM?!?!?!?!!!!

shadow: I had it the whole time.

shady: so I did that for nothing !!!!!

shadow: yep, pretty much......oh.

shady:give it here!

shadow:NO!

shady:GIVE IT!

shadow:NOOOO!

shady: hey, what's that?

shadow looks and shady snatches the remote.

the show starts.

shadow: hey, I remember this episode.

sonic: wow, he remembered something!!!

shady: sonic.....shutup.

shadow: yeah....this is the one after I "died". remember? I fell right----

to be continued. DUN DUN DUNNNNNNN!!!!  



7 - sonicX pt.2

 

  WARNING: THIS CHAPTER MAY BE CONFUSING SO THE CHARACTER'S COUNTERPARTS
WILL
HAVE A ''2" AFTER THEIR NAMES.

shadow: yeah, I fell right--

(faint screaming)

shadow2 lands on shadow

shadow/shadow2:ooof!

sonic:whoa! there's two shadows.

knuckles:I thought that one was dead!

shadow:but if he's me, why would I be dead! I'm standing right here! (points at shadow2).

shady:don't touch him!

shadow:why?

shady: something bad happens if you do!

shadow:what?

shady:I don't know! I don't have a counterpart here!

sonic: so, if we touch" ourselves" something bad happens.

shady:YES!

sonic:hmmmmmm.....*pokes forehead* not dying! *poke* not dying! *poke*.

shadow2: stop that!

sonic:I know, let's go find ourselves!



tails: YEAH!

record scractches

sonic:how'd you get here!

tails: the tv sucked me in here.WOW!

sonic:what!

tails:you were hangin' out with shady the hedgehog and didn't even tell me! I thought you were
my friend! 

sonic:uhhh...I was gonna tell ya.

shadow/knuckles: no he wasn't.

sonic: well I was about to.....

shadow/knuckles: no he wasn't.....

sonic: will you shut up!

shadow/knuckles:nope.

shady:okay dumb and dumber,let's *sighs* find yourselves.

sonic,tails,
knuckles:YAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYYYYYYYYYYYYY!

shady: what have I done........

shadow:can I take me with me?

shady: of course you can't.

shadow and shadow2 do this really cute puppy look. PWEEEEESE?

shady:awwwww man! all right.

shadow:all right! hi-fives shadow2 and shadow2 turns to dust.

shadow:AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHH! I killed myself!

shady: didn't I tell you NOT to touch him!



shadow:oops.

sonic,tails and knuckles return.

sonic:presenting,MEEEEEEEE!

sonic2:hi.

shady: great, no I have to hear the idiot in stereo.

sonic/sonic2:I'm not an idiot!

shady:riiiiiiiiiight.

tails/tails2:whoa,a pile of dust.where's shadow......the other shadow.

shady: he is that pile of dust.

sonic/sonic2:whoa, bummer.



8 - more sonicX

I do not own sonic and co.shady belongs to me.

tails:sooooooooo.......your counterpart will turn to dust if you touch them......

shadow:ok,but why didn't I turn to dust?

shady:do you want to be a pile of dust!?!?!?!?

shadow:no.....

shady:then shush.....

knuckles:hey, can we go somewhere else? I'm bored with myself now.

knuckles2:hey!*poof*

knuckles2 turns to dust

shady: STOP THAT!!!!!!

knuckles:oops?

tails:no,wait! *poof* ok, I'm good.....

shady:uggh......come on guys....

they start to leave

sonic:WAIT!!!!!

shady:NOW what?

sonic:I didn't kill myself yet.......

shadow:hey can I kill ya?

sonic:no.....I've got an idea....



sonic pops his head out of the screen 

sonic:HEY, AMY!!!!!!!

amy:sonic? is that you? what are you doing in the tv?

sonic:follow me in the tv, and I'll give you a big hug........

amy:eeeeeeeeee! ok, here I come!

amy backs up and runs at the tv and jumps in.

sonic:*whispering* everyone hide!

amy sees sonic2 and runs toward him

amy:SOOOOOOONNNIC!!!!!!

sonic:what? amy? uh-oh.....

amy:(gives sonic2 a big hug)*poof* sonic? oh-no! sonic! noooooooooooooo!

I killed sonic!!! I turned him into dust! WHHHHHHYYYYY!!! *crying REALLY loud*

sonic: ok, let's make a break for it!

everyone except amy who is still crying runs toward the screen and gets out....

sonic:ok, shady turn the DVD player off!

shady: but that would trap amy in the DVD!

sonic:yeah......I know!

shady:ok..*click*

shadow:wow, that was mean........you are definitely my sister.  



9 - awesome chapter

tails:ok,hold on a sec........what just happened????

shady:we made amy think she killed sonic and trapped her in the DVD....

tails:but how did amy make the other sonic go *poof*?

shady:*inhales*I have no idea......

tails:you know what--hey!!!! it's quiet in here......

sonic:whoa.

shady:now what?

sonic:hmmmmmm.....I got nothin'.

knuckles:hey,can we see your tricks up close???

tails:but she could get seriously hurt....... 

shady: well...I'm ready to risk my life doin' a super awesome trick for ya....let's go....don't worry
tails....I got the hospital on speed dial...heehee....

tails:(sarcastic) yeah...

shady:*revs engine* kids don't try this at home....whoo! * does 2 flips,lands.*

sonic:whoa....

shady: see? I'm fine...

tails:then what's that?

shady looks at a BIG piece of glass in her leg.

shady:oh...

shadow:hey that trick was awesome---OH MY GOD!!!!!

sonic:what---whoa..



shady:can't imagine how I didn't feel that....

tails:uh-huh...

sonic:does it hurt? 

shady:no......OUCH!! dude don't touch it!!!

knuckles: well you said it didn't hurt!!!!!

shady:grrrrrrrrrr.....

 

   



10 - cant think of a title.........

shady:heh heh....ow.

tails:told ya....

shady:zip it...ow.

tails:(teasing) should I call the hospital now?

shady:yes-ow!!!!

knuckles:whoops.

shady:touch it again...and see what happens.....

knuckles: ok....*poke-poke-poke*

shady:*gets off bike*ow-ow-ow-ow-ow....get over here,you!!!

knuckles:ahhhh!

shady is limping after knuckles

shadow: wow,shady sure is quick for someone that has a giant shard of glass in their leg.....

sonic:not faster than me......right? right!!!???

shadow looks away

sonic:OH MY GOD,I'M GETTIN' SLOWER!!!!!!!AHHHHHHHHH!!!!*runs off*

shadow:heh heh,idiot....

shady has knuckles in a chokehold.

shady:grrrrr....stop touching my leg!!!!!

knuckles:ok! ok! uncle!!! uncle!!!

shady lets go.



tails:the paramedics are here... DAMN!!! 

*SLAP*

tails:OW! what the hell is wrong with you shadow!!

*SMACK-SMACK*

shadow:watch your mouth!!!!

tails:how come you get to say bad words and I don't?!?!?!

shadow: 'cause I'm grown!!!! DAMMIT!!!

shady:can I go to the hospital now?

tails:wait a minute shady.....

shady: I'm dying here!!!!

tails:it's just a little gash....

shady:I'm losin' blood!! feelin' dizzy....

tails: come on shady don't be such a baby!!!

shady:It's gettin' infected!!!! HELP!!!

tails: will you wait a stinkin' minute!!!! you are NOT going to--

shady collapses

tails:die?......ahhhhhhh! 

shadow: you killed my sister!!!!! the only family I got and you kill her!!!!!! what do you got to say
for yourself!!!!!

tails:oops.....

 



11 - the hospital.....

 

I don't own sonic team and blah blah blah......shady is mine....geez.

shadow:doctor,how is she?

doctor:uh,how is who?

shadow:my sister?!

doctor:uh,black hedgehog,looks like you but taller with longer quills?

shadow:yeah!

doctor:haven't seen her....

sonic,tails,shadow,knuckles:WHAT?!?!?!?!?!?

doctor:just kiddin'.......she's dead...

sonic,tails,knuckles:WHAT?!?!?!?!?

shadow faints

doctor:just kiddin'.....there's a 90-95% chance she'll lose her leg......I'm sorry...

sonic faints

doctor:just kiddin'......she contracted a disease that will kill her if we don't do something fast.....

shadow gets back up and faints again 

doctor:I'm just-

knuckles:FOR GOD'S SAKES IS SHE ALRIGHT OR NOT?!?!?!?!?!?!?!

doctor:geez, you cant take a joke.....she fine,she should heal up just fine in a couple days......don't hurt me.....

tails:thank you...let's go, you guys..hello?

sonic and shadow are still knocked out...

knuckles drags them to shady's room

knuckles:wake up!!!!

*slap* *slap*

shady:it's about damn time you got here....

shadow:we were already here but-

sonic:your doctor's an idiot!!!!!! he made shadow cry!!!

shadow:I wasn't cryin'!!

sonic:oh right, I dreamt that part up....

tails:sonic, you must have....nobody was cryin'....

sonic:oh....oops..
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